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east and north to south linking the different
spaces and elements

SUMMARY
Brassington is a village with a strong individual
identity, based upon four main factors; its historic
origins as a lead-mining settlement, the
predominant use of pale grey, dolomitic limestone,
the topography, and the fossilised form of the
medieval planned village surrounded by crofts and
beyond these the “ridge & furrow” of the former
open fields.
Although there are extensive legal records
associated with the manor courts and the village’s
lead-mining history, the historic development of
the village and its form has never been studied in
any depth and there are no detailed maps dating
from before 1800. There is a great deal that we do
not know about its former appearance, but equally,
there is a large amount of physical evidence of its
long history within the buildings & the landscape
still standing on the site.
The distinctive characteristics of Brassington can be
summarised as follows;
•

•

a rural settlement with continual occupation
and long history of industrial activity from
the Norman period onwards
mainly frontage development: street
frontages are fluid and organic, assisted by
the steep, sloping land. Groups of small
former agricultural buildings, cottages and
grander houses alternate, & provide visual
movement & changing scale along the street

•

the common use of dolomitic limestone for
buildings

•

the common use of rubble carboniferous
limestone for boundary walls

•

former open fields incorporate “ridge-andfurrow” on the outskirts of the settlement,
prominent in views looking out to the south,
east and west

•

remarkably well-preserved medieval
settlement pattern of “crofts & tofts”,
prominent in views & integral to the setting
of the conservation area

•

a backdrop of green fields & grazed pasture
on the northern and eastern fringes, with
stone boundary walls snaking up the hillsides
& stark, striking, rocky outcrops

•

long views across the village from west to
1

•

glimpses from many locations of the
surrounding hills

•

the church is a prominent landmark elevated
above the surrounding houses

•

numerous historic buildings dating from the
17th & 18th centuries

•

various building phases evident within
individual buildings; different phases of
development, often undisguised, provide
interesting patterns & textures within the
stone

•

dense development in some places, threading
along the winding streets, creating
picturesque groups of buildings

•

narrow sections of street lined with buildings
& walls, with distinct “necks” or “pinchpoints” that close the view, and sharp bends
creating closed vistas and short range views

•

tight-knit clusters of buildings are
interwoven with both gable-ends and straight
eaves facing the street and interspersed with
pockets of open space (gardens) and small
paddocks (the original closes & crofts)

•

small front gardens or, more often, no front
garden at all - multi-functional spaces,
predominantly yards, around houses &
outbuildings
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1. Brassington in Context

CONTEXT OF THE CONSERVATION AREA
The district of Derbyshire Dales covers an area of
approximately 79,000 hectares (307 square miles),
of which over half falls within the Peak District
National Park. The area is mostly rural in character
and comprises some of the most diverse and
scenically beautiful areas in Britain. The Planning
Authority for the area outside the National Park is
Derbyshire Dales District Council. The largest
settlements are the towns of Matlock, Ashbourne
and Wirksworth.
Brassington is situated between the two market
towns of Ashbourne (8½ miles) & Wirksworth (5
miles) and is approached via the B5035, which links
these two towns. The parish has a resident
population of 584.
The village lies only 1½ miles from Carsington
Water, England’s ninth largest reservoir,
constructed by Severn Trent Water and opened in
1992. The popularity of the area as a tourist
destination has increased with the opening of the
reservoir.
Brassington was first designated as a conservation
area in July 1971. It has not been assessed or
extended since that date.
There are 27 listed buildings within the village and
no scheduled monuments.
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2. Origins & Development
•

Topography & Geology

•

Historical Development

ORIGINS AND DEVELOPMENT

As well as characterising the immediate dramatic
landscape setting of the village, the dolomitic
limestone was quarried for local use in many of the
buildings within the village. It is a sedimentary
carbonate rock that underwent a significant
mineralogical change after it had been deposited,
but precisely how it was formed is not known. The
visual characteristics of the stone vary. It is mainly
pale, creamy grey and is much brighter than the
carboniferous limestone. It is also much easier to
work, which is why it is often seen coursed and
dressed and used for quoins as well as general
walling stone.

Topography and Geology
Brassington is situated on the southern edge of the
“White Peak”, the area of the Peak District which is
characterised by its carboniferous limestone
landscape of rock outcrops, narrow tree-lined
gorges and expanses of rounded high plateau
grassland & pasture, riddled with dry stone walls.
To the immediate north of the village is
Brassington Moor on the limestone plateau, which
rises to 380 metres.
To its immediate south is the gently undulating
landscape of the farming areas of central
Derbyshire, characterised by dairy farming on
permanent pasture with medium-sized fields
divided by hedgerows.

The dolomitic limestone was quarried locally. The
original village quarry was probably that found on
the old trackway (Wirksworth Dale) to the south of
Manystones Lane. There was also Manystones
Quarry, which was located just to the north of
Manystones Lane, to the west of Harborough
Rocks, a 19th century quarry. Both quarried
carboniferous limestone and dolomitic limestone.

The growth of the village on the fringes of these
two different landscapes has had a marked effect
on its development and character.

Within the Carboniferous Limestone are faults &
fissures that have been gradually filled with
mineralising fluids several million years after the
limestone was formed. These are commonly filled
with veins of galena or lead ore and other minerals.
The lead occurs in several different forms; rakes
(major vertical or near-vertical mineralised veins),
scrins (smaller veins), flats (horizontal deposits in
the bedding planes) and pipes (irregular cavities).
The lead ore was mined for a number of uses
including roofing, plumbing, pewter, musket balls
& lead shot and the manufacture of pigments &
paints.

The solid geology is carboniferous limestone,
overlaid with dolomitized limestone, which
outcrops as a long band running roughly east-west
to the immediate north of Brassington. The village
falls on the shales at the edge of the limestone
plateau, where there is a spring line, which supplied
a series of wells running in a band on the south side
of the village. The largest and probably most
important was the southernmost well on the edge
of the village green. 19th century maps show this as
“Green Well” but it was previously called the
“Coole Well”.

To the east of Brassington is a large area known as
Carsington Pasture. On the edge of Carsington
Pasture there are several old lead mines, all disused,
with strange names such as Westerhead, Bees Nest,
Nickalum and Great Rake. Lead was mined in this
part of Derbyshire for centuries and was mined in
Roman times (43-410 AD). As well as lead, other
minerals were mined in the area during the 19th and
20th centuries; barytes and manganese or, as it was
colloquially known, “Black Wad”, which was found
within layers in sand fills. This was mined at
Westerhead Mine, Great Rake Mine & Golconda
Mine, the latter which only ceased working in 1953
and is situated immediately to the east of
Harborough Rocks. Caulk was mined at Nickalum
Mine. There are also several sand pits, from which
sand and associated fireclays were taken for use in
making refractory bricks at the small brickworks at
the foot of Harborough Rocks.

The dolomitic limestone outcrops at Harborough
Rocks (379 metres), to the north east of
Brassington and at Rainster Rocks, to the northwest of the village. Both of these natural landmarks
can be seen for many miles around and were the
location for early settlers (see section 3 Archaeological Significance).

Dolomitic limestone outcrops
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Half-a-mile to the north-west of the village,
Rainster Rocks, and half-a-mile to the north-east,
Harborough Rocks, were both sites where evidence
of early human occupation has been found. Above
Brassington, on the north-west horizon at 370
metres, Minninglow is an ancient circular Neolithic
(4,500-2,300 BC) mound incorporating a number
of chambered cairns. There are other burial sites at
Rains Cave, which incorporated evidence of Bronze
Age (2,300-700 BC) and Neolithic occupation, and
a chambered round cairn at Harborough Rocks and
a barrow at Round Low below this. There is also a
mutilated round barrow in the meadow called
Yearnstones, just above the church in Brassington.
The cave at Harborough had evidence of
Palaeolithic occupation and there is evidence of an
Iron Age (700 BC- 43 AD) settlement at the foot of
Harborough Rocks.

Plate 1. Aerial photograph of lead-mining landscape at
Carsington Pasture (DCC)
The landscape is peppered with rakes and shafts,
spoil heaps and old lead workings, all evidence of
the area’s long history of lead-mining and other
mineral workings. To the north of the village the
steep hillside rising to 327 metres was also mined
although not as intensively or as productively as the
land to the east of the village.

Within the village itself the surviving evidence
relates mainly to its early medieval form and, with
the exception of the church, the earliest buildings
are 17th century.
The earliest map evidence of the form of the village
is the 1808 Parliamentary Enclosure map and since
then there has been very little change to the
landscape and enclosures either surrounding or
within the village. There are earlier County maps,
which place Brassington on the map as an
important settlement en route from Derby to
Buxton but they provide little information about its
appearance. John Ogilby’s map of 1675 shows
Brassington on the main road between London and
Manchester. The early lead mining industry
contributed to the need for good transport and
communication links to markets. However, its
importance as a route at this date had its origins in
the old Roman Road that ran at the foot of
Harborough Rocks. The road between Derby and
Brassington was one of the first to be turnpiked in
1738. The 1767 Burdett map of Derbyshire shows
the route between Derby & Brassington defined by
solid lines. Beyond this, the road is denoted by
dotted lines, which was not turnpiked, it being
generally accepted that the track was in much better
condition on the limestone plateau. The main road
followed Town Street up the hill.

It is uncertain when lead mining first started in the
area, but by 1683 there was enough ore being
produced to warrant a Deputy Barmaster in the
village, who was answerable to the Barmote Court,
which regulated the industry in Derbyshire. The
industry is very ancient and the laws and customs
of lead mining were first set down on paper in the
Quo Warrento of 1288. The main duties of the
Barmaster were, and still are: “to attend views of
mines; to walk the field and see that works are
wrought; to see that 'Lot and Cope' (i.e. types of
tax) are measured and accounted to the Lord of the
Field (The Queen); to see that justice is done
between the mines, miners adventurers and the
Lord; to apportion veins discovered; and to collect
fines”.
Historic Development¹
The immediate area surrounding Brassington has a
very rich and long history. The Roman road
between Little Chester (Derby) and Buxton passed
close by the foot of Harborough Rocks and was
known as “The Street”. Its straight alignment is
clearly visible defining parish boundaries running
between Longcliffe and Buxton. It is very likely
that the Romans were mining lead around
Brassington. Roman ingots or “pigs” of lead were
marked with their place of origin and it is generally
thought that the Roman place name Lutudarum,
which appears on Roman “pigs” of lead, can be
attributed to the immediate area around Carsington,
1 mile to the east of Brassington.

Without any maps dating from before 1808, an
understanding of historic development has been
largely based on historic written documents and the
surviving physical evidence. Late 19th century
photographs show little difference from its
appearance today.
1.
The history of the village has been studied by Ron Slack & the
documentary evidence is summarised in his book “Lands & Lead
Miners” published in 1991
4

Plate 2. Late 19th century photograph of Well Street, looking towards the parish church. The buildings in the centre of the road
have been demolished and the road widened. Note the use of thatch on the building in the right foreground.
reconstruction or remodelling from several
centuries, the Building Chronology plan has
identified the earliest period of construction of any
individual building, even where it has been
remodelled. Therefore, a large number of buildings
appear as 17th century, although many of these only
have perhaps a couple of 17th century surviving
walls. This provides a more informative reflection
of the historic development of the village.
Following the Norman Conquest, the manor of
Brassington was handed over to Henry de Ferrers.
In Domesday Book (1086) the village is called
Branzincton, the first named documented
reference. The name probably means “Brandsige’s
farm”, of Anglo Saxon origin. The name Brasson
often appears alongside Brassington and gives its
name to the locals who call themselves
“Brassoners”. It first appeared in print in 1620.

Well Street, Brassington - the same view today
The historic development of the village is
summarised on the Building Chronology map
(Figure 6). This does not really do justice to the
complex history of development, redevelopment,
reconstruction and partial remodelling that went on
in the village over many centuries. One of the
qualities of Brassington is the amount of evidence
surviving from many periods within the buildings,
but this is difficult to unravel and it is almost
impossible to be completely definitive without an
internal inspection of the buildings.

Several hundred years later the manor was split into
two. The manors were not geographically distinct
but were thoroughly scattered and intermingled
(Slack). One half descended to the Furnivall family,
who held it until the 14th century. In time, through
various marriages, it passed down to the Talbot
family (the Earls of Shrewsbury). The other half of
the manor remained in the hands of the Ferrers
family but was eventually forfeited to the crown

In view of the complex evolution of many
buildings, which incorporate phases of
5

and passed to the Duchy of Lancaster; it was
known as the King’s or Duchy manor during the
16th century. Both manors changed hands several
times and sections were bought and sold. It was
only in the 19th century that the manors were
completely dispersed. In 1804 Robert Lowe, Esq.,
purchased the original “Earl of Shrewsbury’s”
manor and afterwards sold it in parcels. The Duchy
manor was eventually sold in 1824 to William
Charlton & George Gregory.
Neither of these noble families (Earl of Shrewsbury
& Duchy of Lancaster) who had manorial land
resided in Brassington, although they continued to
hold an influence over the landholding through
their “copyhold” or leasehold rights. By the mid
17th century some of the local gentry had acquired
parts of the manor and were living in the area. The
Buxton family, in particular, became lords of the
manor in the first half of the 17th century. They
may have built Brassington Hall at roughly the
same time, although precisely who built it is not
known. It was occupied by Captain William
Charlton in 1835, who had acquired part of the
Duchy manor in 1824.

around the village green, which was at the southern
limit of the village, where Town Street now meets
Greenway, and a further cluster of houses at West
End. Between these three distinct groups of houses
and extending behind each frontage house on the
east side of Town Street and the north side of West
End were “crofts”. These “crofts” were described
in a schedule accompanying the 1833 parish map.

Copyhold land is an old form of land tenure. It
means land that was a “holding at the will of the
Lord according to the custom of the Manor”.
Unlike freehold land, when Copyhold land was
conveyed from one person to another it was first
surrendered by the owner to the lord of the manor,
who re-granted it to the purchaser, on payment of a
fee. The Duchy manor held land by copyhold,
whilst the Earl of Shrewsbury’s manor held land by
leasehold, which gave them greater opportunity to
increase rents. There were a number of freeholders
in the village who had some social standing.

This separation of the village into three nucleated
areas is less evident today, following 20th century
“infill” development, but there are still pockets of
open space that help to preserve this separation.
The name Maddock Lake is derived from Maggot
Lake, which casts a rather unsavoury image of the
place and was probably willingly displaced in the
18th century. It may have been the earliest part of
the settlement. It lies on a similar contour to the
church and the grouping of buildings in the 19th
century suggests a central meeting place, if not
strictly a market place, the largest area and focal
point being at the east end, at the junction with
Town Street. Along this contour and further along
Well Street is the spring line, where the shales meet
the limestone, which gave rise to at least 8 wells and
a number of pumps (1880 OS map). Maggot Lake
may have been a large man-made fishpond at the
end of this spring line but its whereabouts is now
lost. Embanked ponds were sometimes a feature of
upland settlements in the first centuries A.D. and
often the nucleus of a village (W.G. Hoskins –
“The Making of the English Landscape”).

The main impact of this even split land ownership
was that neither manor had an overwhelming
landholding and that the complex divisions of land
tenure were a constraint upon the expansion and
consolidation of large farms.
The Medieval Village
The present Norman church dates from the late
12th century, but there may have been an earlier
building on the site. Brassington church was a
chapelry of Bradbourne until 1866, originally
granted to Dunstable Priory by the de Ferrers
family. Tithes were collected by Dunstable Priory in
both Bradbourne & Brassington.
The medieval village incorporated houses lining
Town Street, Maddock Lake, Miners Hill and
Church Street. There was a further group of houses

The east end of Maddock Lake, where it meets
Town Street, was a large open space until the
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construction of “Lakeside” and its garden facing
Town Street, between 1808 and 1833. This closed
the end of the street. Maddock Lake was also
cluttered with small outbuildings in the centre of
the street in the 18th century, in a similar form to
the booths that were established within medieval
market places. The remains of one of these
buildings are enveloped within later buildings in
front of The Knoll. One of these small buildings
was situated at the far western end of Maddock
Lake in front of Church Gates and created an
extremely tight pinchpoint at the neck of the street,
before it was eventually demolished in the 20th
century, probably for highway improvements.

enclosed under Act of Parliament (1803) the open
fields were gradually enclosed as the strips were
amalgamated into groups through exchanges of
land. Although usually “enclosed” by agreement,
some of these were carried out by the locals for
expediency & surreptitiously, without seeking the
formal approval of the manors. The reason for
enclosing the fields appears to have been mainly to
provide sheep enclosures, as a result of the wool
trade, although the land was also used for arable
cultivation. The enclosure of the open field is
distinctive for it was carried out using hedgerows.
The early boundaries defining the crofts and the
original village framework were largely defined by
limestone dry stone walls.
This was largely
complete by 1670. The late Enclosure Act of 1803
then enclosed sections of the common and waste to
the north of the village, particularly the land on the
east side of the Pikehall (Longcliffe) Road, known
as “Sydes”.

Immediately next to the village green were the
villagers’ hay meadows and to the south were the
open fields farmed by the villagers, today identified
by extensive “ridge and furrow”, stretching as far as
the main Ashbourne – Wirksworth road (B5035).
To the north and north-east was a large expanse of
moor and wasteland, stretching across Brassington
Moor. The wastes also included the land north of
Brassington churchyard, commonly called
Yernstones. This common area of land had grazing
rights, which the villagers fiercely protected into the
19th century. To the east of the village, beyond the
crofts, was common pasture stretching as far as
Carsington Pasture, only interrupted by the lead
mines. Carsington Pasture was an enclosed
sheepwalk with gates called Harbro’ Nether Gate
and Harbro’ Upper Gate, which appear on the 1808
Enclosure map.

The original road network comprised the
Bradbourne Road, the Wirksworth Road (along
Wirksworth Dale), to the north of the village, and
Town Street leading into Pikehall Road, roughly
north-south out of the village. Other roads
appeared following the ancient enclosure of the
open fields to provide access to the fields – Nether
Lane and Middle Lane.
The 17th Century
Lead mining reached a peak in the 17th century,
with notable improvements in drainage, haulage
and rock breakage. By the 17th century most of the
rakes had been mined down to the water table &
new “soughs” were able to drain mines and
increase access to further reserves. This is the main
contributing factor to the consolidation of property
that can be seen in the village with many high
quality 17th century buildings (see “Building
Chronology” map at Figure 6).

In the 13th century 60 acres of waste were cleared
for cultivation, probably the higher land between
the village and the rocky outcrops on Carsington
Pasture and to the north of the Bradbourne Road,
up as far as Rainster Rocks. The ridge and furrow
within the furlongs can still be seen extending up
above, beyond the stone field boundaries of the
village “crofts”. Very little of this poor quality land
was actually enclosed at a later date and it reverted
to “wasteland”.

There are some very distinct clusters of 17th century
houses and farm buildings that can be seen on the
map – a group at West End, a group at the top of
Hillside Lane, a group on the south side of
Maddock Lake and a group at the bottom of Town
Street, opposite the village school. Later, in the 18th
century, there are distinct areas of development
around the top of Miners Hill and up to Red Lion
Hill and at West End.

Between the medieval period and the early 19th
century when the common and wasteland was

Another reason for the development of the village
during the 17th and 18th century was its role as a
major stopping point on the main road running
from Derby to Buxton.
This led to the
establishment of a number of inns, which were

Medieval “Ridge & furrow” in fields to the south
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quite large for the period of their construction.
Tudor House (The Red Lion - 1615) and The Gate
Inn (1616) both appear to have been built within a
year of each other as purpose-built inns, one on
each of the main roads running through the village.

independent small farming to persist (R Slack).
Kingshill was still waste or common land until 1653
and was developed with lead-miners cottages. The
buildings between Dale End and Kingshill were
also developed at a later date and the 1808
Enclosure map shows only isolated buildings at this
northern point.

Following the gradual collapse of the feudal system,
when the open fields were enclosed, many
independent farms were established within the
village. Most of these were sheep farming, using the
commons and waste for additional grazing. On the
early Ordnance Survey maps a “sheepfold” is
marked located in the middle of the village just to
the west of Ivybank. Like a pinfold, this was a place
where straying sheep could be temporarily pennedin by the “pounder”. A footpath, still surviving
from this period, cuts across the croft, in an eastwest alignment. The farm names within the village
often persist today, even though the farming use
does not. In many cases the main farmhouse was
within the village, with the farmland some distance
away, consolidated strips inherited from the old
open field system. In some cases there was no
room for outbuildings alongside the farmhouse, so
detached field barns were built. However, a large
number of the small farm buildings do survive
within the village, and Brassington is quite
distinctive for the number of small barns and
outbuildings still in low-key uses - several have
been converted into dwellings or garages in recent
years.

By 1563 Brassington had 61 households. It grew
steadily, largely as a success of lead mining, but not
dramatically, and by the time of the Hearth Tax
return of 1664 the population had reached 94
households (about 350 inhabitants). This tax return
also revealed that 46 households (almost half) were
considered too poor to pay the tax. There were
sufficient poor to warrant a separate House of
Industry (workhouse) in 1820, established by
Brassington Incorporation, for which purpose the
Tudor House on Town Street was converted.
The Hearth Tax Assessments of 1670 show that
there was a broad range of properties within
Brassington across the whole spectrum of housing.
2 properties had 5 hearths, 4 had 4 hearths, and 43
properties had only 1 hearth.
In 1655 a small charity was established by George
Buxton, the holder of the original Duchy manor,
for the poor of Brassington. This tradition of local
gentlemen making payments to the poor continued
in 1699 when a charity was set up for apprenticing
poor children of Brassington. Several other
charitable donations were made in the 17th and 18th
centuries. Interestingly in 1742 a “close” near
Brassington Pasture Gate was granted to a member
of the Dale family on condition that he would
“yearly pay the rents and profits” to a schoolmaster
or schoolmistress for teaching twelve poor
children. The charity commissioners’ report of
1815-1839 stated “the master teaches the children
in a house belonging to himself”. It may be that the
location of Brassington Primary School today is on
the site of that close.

The main occupations of the men living in the
village in the 17th century were yeomen (farmers) &
husbandmen with a number of skilled craftsmen
and other trades, such as innkeeping. There were
also a number of “gentlemen”, several of who were
Barmasters for the lead industry. The numbers of
miners is more difficult to establish and many men
had involvement with the lead mines in different
capacities. A large number of yeomen were able to
establish independent means based on farming,
bolstered by an income from lead mining. In
addition many of the smallholders had a dual
income, and supplemented their income from
farming with lead mining.

The 18th century
The lead industry continued to prosper in the 18th
century and in the second half of that century a
number of substantial three-storey houses were
built. One of these, The Red Lion, appears to have
been built as an inn, providing accommodation for
travellers. The adjacent building, The Malthouse, is
slightly later than The Red Lion and was probably
either additional accommodation or a coach-house
or stabling with grooms’ accommodation over.

The presence of so many small landowners
(freeholders and copyholders), who supplemented
their income from lead-mining, is illustrated by the
number of medium-sized stone-built houses in the
village by the end of the 17th century (see Figure 6 Building Chronology map). There is undoubtedly
some correlation between success in mining and
ownership of property or land but the links are
difficult to pin down. The main beneficiaries of the
lead mining industry were the buyers and smelters
but the presence of lead enabled a pattern of

During this period the orientation of houses
became more important than it had been in the 17th
8

Plate 3. Extract from Sanderson’s map (Twenty Miles round Mansfield), 1835
century and a south-facing aspect seems to have
been an important consideration in Brassington.
Although the late 17th century properties along
Maddock Lake, such as The Knoll and Maddock
Lake House, and Dragon House, at the foot of
Miners Hill, were built with their main elevation
looking south, by the 18th century most of the
houses dominating the town were built with a
south or southeast aspect, capitalising on both the
views and the light.

carry out any changes and the village was far behind
other settlements in enclosing the commons and
waste, which only started in 1808, the date of the
award.
Although there was no 19th century Tithe survey
undertaken in Brassington, there was a survey to
assess land tax and poor rate in 1835. This shows
that there were 160 personal proprietors with a
wide spread of ownership between institutions (6)
smallholders owning up to 5 acres (84), larger
smallholdings of between 5 and 10 acres (22), small
farms of 10-50 acres (36) and medium-sized farms
or landholdings of over 50 acres (12). There were
also a large number of tenants (86) many of whom
were tenant farmers with quite large holdings.

The importance of the turnpike route through
Brassington created in 1738 was reduced when
other turnpikes were created in the area, which
skirted the parish and any “passing trade” was lost.
Defects and steep gradients had led to the road
being abandoned as a major route by 1817. Its use
dwindled to such a degree that by 1827 it was
officially “disturnpiked” on the grounds that “this
road led to no City, Town or Place of importance”.

Elsewhere within the southern part of the County,
as part of 18th century parliamentary enclosure,
smallholdings of the village labourers were
swallowed up by the larger farms, as they expanded.
However, in Brassington, with so many
independent farmers and such complex divisions of
land tenure, the pattern of land ownership was not
influenced by the late 18th century changes in

The 19th century
With so many people owning land by copyhold or
leasehold as well as freehold, it took a long time to
9

farming practice and it was not until the second
half of the 19th century that the small farms started
to be amalgamated into larger units. This appears
to coincide with the decline of lead mining. The
1851 census return listed 43 miners but by the 1881
census the number had dropped to 16. The decline
of lead mining was as a result of cheaper foreign
imports of lead that flooded the market and made
Derbyshire lead uneconomic, a pattern repeated
today within manufacturing industries.

A school was built in 1832 at Hillside Lane, to the
rear of Brassington Hall (see inset map below).
This Georgian building still stands and although it
has
been
converted
into a house,
it is distinctive
for its pointed
a r c h e d
windows with
brick lintels
and
rubble
limestone
walls, although it was probably originally rendered,
as many rubble limestone buildings were at this
date. By 1846 it was teaching 11 girls and 40 boys
in the one schoolroom. In 1871 following the 1870
Education Act a new purpose-built school was
provided on Town End (the current village school see inset map
right).
The
old
school
was then used
as a Sunday
School.
By
the time of
the survey for
the
first
e d i t i o n
Ordnance
Survey, the
new school must have been struggling as it was
described as “disused”, which could only have been
a temporary state of affairs. It certainly had
financial difficulties, funded solely by parents and
charitable donations. It was only after it became a
Board School that its fortunes changed and by 1897
there was a new schoolroom in a wing to the west.

It is partly due to the large number of people of
independent means in Brassington that the “croft
and toft” structure of the medieval village
framework has survived remarkably well preserved,
to this day.
Both the Enclosure map of 1808 (see Figure 4) and
the parish map of 1833 provide a detailed picture of
the settlement. There is little change between the
1833 map and the first edition Ordnance Survey
map of 1880 (Figure 5). One of the main areas to
be developed between 1808 and 1833 is the land
between West End and Hillside Lane. The two
farms, West End Farm and Yew Tree Farm,
probably enjoyed the consolidation of their
landholding after the enclosure award. Both farms
have purpose-built farmhouses with ranges of farm
buildings on hitherto undeveloped crofts. Yew
Tree Farm was in existence around the turn of the
19th century and West End Farm first appears on
the 1833 map. With a general shortage of available
building land within the village, much of the 19th
century development is characterised by
encroachment onto the road network. By 1880
there had been roadside encroachment at The
Gables, its outbuildings and other outbuildings at
West End, Leamington Cottage at the bottom of
Town Street, Lakeside at Maddock Lake, and
buildings on the east side of Town Street south of
Walton House.

The chapel movement was relatively late in coming
to the village, even though it had a large working
population based around mining. This may have
been because of the independent means of so many
people, the existing strength of community, lack of
need for a communal sense of purpose outside the
workplace and the strong presence of the church at
the heart of the village. A house had been opened
in 1795 for non-conformist preaching and in 1829 a
house in Maddock Lake was recorded as a meeting
place for non-conformist worship, when it had
fifteen members. The first chapel was built in 1834
by this group, the Primitive Methodist Chapel on
Hillside Lane. This was followed by the
Congregational Chapel in 1846 on Dale End and
the Wesleyan Methodist Chapel in 1852 at West
End. All that remains of this chapel is the datestone
lodged in the roadside wall.

The Cromford & High Peak Railway runs to the
north of Brassington between Manystones Lane &
Harborough Rocks. It opened in 1830. The station
serving Brassington was at Longcliffe, about a mile
away, on the main road to the north. Until this was
built Brassington was generally considered to be
very remote and difficult to reach in bad weather.
The main impact of the railway was on mineral
extraction, especially the development of quarrying
in the late 19th century, which displaced farming
and lead mining as one of the main employers. The
population fell towards the end of the 19th century
and there was only a small amount of development.
The main areas of development during the 19th
century were in the northern half of the village with
new housing at Town Street and Dale End.
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The 20th century up to the present day

the well, on the former green, outside the
conservation area.

During the early part of the 20th century there was
little significant development in Brassington until
the creation of Greenway in the 1940s, which lies
on the southern edge of the village in the area
formerly managed by the medieval villagers as hay
meadow.

Several of the street names have changed during
the 20th century. Bowling Green, for example, is a
name originally given to a small field, surrounded
by walls and small trees on the hillside above the
church. This is still a large, rectangular, level
platform, which is embanked at the bottom, and
has a natural amphitheatre at the top, and could
quite easily have been used for playing bowls, a
fashionable pursuit in the 17th century, given the
shortage of land, or possibly, and more mundanely,
a level area for preparation of the lead ore. Its name
was given to the street between Jaspers Lane and
Dale End, but this is a recent introduction.

Ashbourne Rural District Council built six houses
between the two wars on Miners Hill and twenty
houses were built shortly after WWII at Greenway
(Nos. 2-20 & 1-19). Greenview, Field End &
Meadow Rise were established by 1976, followed
by Manor Close, finally filling in the open area
between the village green at the bottom of Town
Street and Well Street.

Many new houses were built in the second half of
the 20th century on “infill” plots, although there are
one or two exceptions on the northern edge of the
village, along the Longcliffe Road and at the
southern end immediately beyond Greenway.

The precise extent of the village green is not
known, but the school playing fields, which have
always remained undeveloped, appear to have
formed the eastern edge of the green, overlooked
by the houses on the east side of Town Street. The
house below this, The Green Cottage, was probably
an early encroachment onto the village green and
its alignment, hugging the roadside, would also
suggest this. There is no longer any sense of the
village green, although the wide entrance into
Greenway hints at these roots. There is still public
footpath access to the old pump, which replaced

Much of this “infill” development has been in the
form of large detached houses and bungalows lying
between the church and West End. Some of these
spaces were formerly paddocks or crofts.
However, a number of these spaces were gardens.
Since 1971 a number of detached houses have been
built within the gardens of Ivybank and Brassington
Hall, two of the largest and most imposing houses
within the village. As well as this development,
there has been a significant amount of demolition
of the smaller buildings, in particular a row of
buildings lying on the south side of Church Street,
between The Gate Inn and the church, and a
number of buildings that lined the streets along
Maddock Lake and Town Street. It is difficult to
imagine that the settlement could have once been
more densely developed.

In the last ten years, the changes within the village
have been more subtle and relate to a sense of
community rather than an immediate impression of
11

the place. In 1936 there were still 12 shops in the
village. Now there is not even a post office. The old
steam sawmill in the middle of the village is now
used for three local businesses; a garage, a
manufacturer of aluminium products and a pine
furniture manufacturer, adding colour, activity &
sense of industry at the centre of the village, which
is otherwise largely quiet. The place seems quite
sleepy and, at times, almost deserted. There are still
sufficient children to warrant a village school, but
within the last ten years the character of the village
has changed markedly and many of the cottages are
now second homes or holiday lets, with infrequent
occupation, a trend that will continue to have an
impact on the character of the place and the
sustainability of the local services.
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3. Archaeological Significance

Archaeological Significance

Brassington village itself contains the field
boundaries of the medieval “croft and toft”
structure, in a good state of preservation.

The earliest settlers from the Mesolithic, Bronze
Age and later the Romano-British period lived on
the limestone plateau, where they had a high
vantage point over the surrounding countryside.
Indeed, on a clear day one can see for over 50 miles
from the top of Harborough Rocks. Evidence of
the presence of these settlers lies outside the
conservation area, but within a short distance at
Minninglow, Rainster Rocks and Harborough
Rocks.

Excavation at Harborough Rocks near Brassington
Moor, 1922
(Buxton Museum & Art Gallery, Jackson Collection)

The distinctive form of the reversed-“S” of the
medieval plough lines is preserved in the hedgerow
boundaries

There are also several granges to the north of
Brassington along this part of the limestone
plateau; Roystone Grange, Ivonbrook Grange,
Griffe Grange & Hoe Grange, the closest
farmstead to Brassington. These monastic granges,
built on the high plateau, were attached to abbeys
& priories in Derbyshire and further afield (Dale
Abbey, Darley Abbey, Buildwas Abbey, Garendon
Abbey and Dunstable Priory) and would have been
largely dedicated to sheep farming as the wool trade
was very lucrative. Indeed these areas still have
some of the old large enclosed boundaries of their
early era.
Carsington Pasture was an early
“sheepwalk”, a particularly large fenced-off area.

Although no archaeological fieldwork has been
undertaken within the village, the settlement is
clearly a highly significant survival of a medieval
village with its associated field systems,
incorporating field walls and evidence of medieval
ridge & furrow agriculture.

The village is surrounded by field boundaries that
preserve evidence of the open field system. These
were gradually enclosed with hedges and formed
into long thin fields. There is a large amount of
surviving “ridge and furrow” and the distinctive
reversed-“S” curve of the old plough lines can be
clearly seen repeated in the field boundaries. There
has been little disturbance to this fossilized
medieval field pattern.

Late medieval enclosure of land above
Brassington - land that was ploughed soon became
grazed pasture
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Aerial photograph of Brassington, 1974 - (copyright Derbyshire County Council 2006)
The lead-mining landscape with spoil heaps and depressions is clearly visible to the north-west and east, whilst
the narrow fields of the former open field system are clearly visible to the south and west of the village
On the periphery of this village and field system is a
large concentration of much earlier archaeological
remains. There have been spot finds of Roman
pottery, Bronze Age flints & spearheads, and
Mesolithic core & flakes along the limestone
plateau to the immediate north of Brassington.
Within the village itself there have been relatively
few reported spot finds. Romano-British pottery
and medieval pottery has been found in a field to
the west of Hillside Lane.

ponds, ore-dressing ponds, hillock-top dressing
floors, stone-lined buddles & buddle dams &
belland yards (walled enclosures surrounding
mines). Often identifiable from a distance as
strange hillocks & depressions, these form an
important part of the landscape setting of the
village with which they were inextricably linked.

Within the village framework there is reasonable
expectation that archaeological evidence relating to
the medieval and/or early post medieval periods
survives below ground. Such is the significance of
the immediate archaeology outside the conservation
area that it would not be surprising to find
archaeological deposits of similar age within the
settlement, particularly on undisturbed land.
Within the medieval landscape there are traces of
lead mining (shafts) occurring in the crofts on the
edge of the village. The lead mining landscapes to
the immediate north and east of the village are of
national significance for their industrial
archaeology. The landscape contains a wealth of
evidence of mines, rakes, shafts, pits and structures
such as ruined coes, gin circles, water storage
14
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4. Architectural & Historic
Quality
•
•

Key Buildings
Building Materials &
Architectural Details

ARCHITECTURAL AND HISTORIC QUALITY
Preamble
The buildings within the village were constructed
over a long period, the oldest of these being the
parish church.
Although the oldest domestic building that can be
dated from its external appearance is late 16th
century (The Cottage, Maddock Lake), the remains
of much older buildings may be hidden within
reconstructed stone buildings. The cruck-frames of
upland Derbyshire were encased within stone walls
and there is no tradition of external timber framing
in this area, which makes it difficult to identify the
15th and 16th century buildings. Cruck frames are
known to have survived in Brassington, and these
are occasionally reported, but there may be many
more that have not been reported. Crucks were in
use until the early 18th century and are not always
an indicator of ancient origins. It is common to
find that the medieval buildings were built with
their gable-ends facing the road, a pattern of
development in Brassington that persisted into the
19th century. Although there are a number of
instances where a gable frontage can be seen within
Brassington, it is not known whether any of these
properties have medieval origins.
Brassington has a wealth of buildings dating from
the 17th and 18th centuries and many of these are of
high quality, reflecting the independent means of
the yeoman farmers and lead merchants. The
quality of the buildings is manifested in the large
number of datestones with the owners’ initials,
installed as a mark of pride in their personal
contribution to the architecture of the village. This
tradition continued for several centuries.
Several historic properties are very prominent,
overlooking the village with a south-facing aspect,
dominating several approaches into, and key views
within, the village.
The architectural character of the village is largely
significant for the clusters of development that
have a strong, homogeneous character, as a result
of the topography and the common use of
limestone.
Where buildings of coursed or rubble limestone
were heightened or enlarged, a patchwork of lines
and subtle contrasts of colour and texture exist,
illustrating the archaeological development of the
buildings. This can be seen within many of the
historic buildings and is an important part of the
architectural & historic quality of the village.

Photomontage
of datestones
from
Brassington
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The key buildings are highlighted in bold within the
text. The architectural & historic quality has been
described here by referring to building types.

and it is possible that it set a precedent within the
village, for by the 18th century there is an
established pattern of south or south-east facing
houses, although there are some notable exceptions
(e.g. The Manor House).

The diversity of building types within Brassington
and the variety of scale adds considerable depth
and richness to the architectural quality of the
village.

The main characteristics of the 17th century houses
are:
•
dolomitic limestone construction, with flush
quoins or large blocks of ashlar, without
quoins
•
steep pitched roofs of 45-55 degrees with
raised coped gables and moulded stone
copings
•
stone plinths
•
stone slate or clay tile roofs
•
chamfered mullioned windows
•
central or lateral stone chimney stacks
•
gables facing the road
•
irregular narrow courses of dolomitic
limestone
•
single-storey or two-storey buildings with an
attic floor

The key buildings are:
•
The Church of St. James
•
Brassington Hall
•
The Gate Inn
•
The Miners Arms
•
Tudor House
•
The Red Lion
•
Dragon House & Dragon Cottage
•
The Manor House
•
The former Congregational Chapel (Village
Hall)
MAIN BUILDING TYPES

The most prominent 17th century buildings are:

Pre 17th century houses
The oldest house within Brassington may be The
Cottage at Maddock Lake (unlisted). It contains a
section of regular, cut & dressed stone ashlar,
which has striking similarities with the late 16th
century stonework found at Wirksworth
Almshouses. It faces the street frontage and
predates the tall late 17th century houses on either
side. Its original use is not possible to determine,
but it has the quality of stonework generally found
on buildings of higher status, such as Tudor House
& The Gate Inn, and may date from the late 16th
century.

Brassington Hall, Well Street (listed grade II) - this
was built in the first half of the 17th century and
was extended and extensively remodelled in the 19th
century, although its character today still largely
bears the imprint of a 17th century building. It has
two gable-fronted cross wings. Although named
Brassington Hall, there is no building associated
with this site before the current building and it is
probable that the name was adopted for its status,
possibly by one of the new owners who had bought
part of the split manor, rather than a direct historic
link with the manor. It is set within a large garden.
Old maps show that this was once much larger, and
that this was probably acquired piecemeal, from the
17th century on, as the alignment of the original
boundaries of the crofts was preserved on the
maps.

17th century houses
There are an exceptionally high number of 17th
century buildings in Brassington, for the size of the
village (see Figure 6 - Building Chronology).
The orientation of the early 17th century buildings
was influenced by their plan form (i.e. what could
be constructed given the constraints of geography),
and the best location for commercial interests. This
meant that Tudor House and The Gate Inn, both
purpose-built as inns, face west and north-west and
are not as prominent as some of the more recent
inns.
By the end of the 17th century, there appears to
have been a desire for a heightened, south-facing
aspect, with the houses along the south side of
Maddock Lake turning their backs to the road
frontage. This is an unusual pattern of development
16

The Gate Inn, Well Street (listed grade II*) – this
has the double-chamfered mullioned windows of
the early 17th century and a datestone of 1616.
Probably purpose-built as an inn, it is a wellpreserved building of this date with a rare surviving
historic interior.

Sundial Cottage, West End (listed grade II) - this
has deep chamfered, mullioned windows, drip
moulds & distinctive, raised, gabled dormers that
are found on buildings of the mid to late 17th
century. Built from rubble limestone with limestone
dressings, its form is largely that of a building of the
second half of the 17th century. A sundial was
added to the gable end, possibly in the 18th century
when the gable window was blocked.

The Gate Inn, Well Street
Tudor House, Town Street (listed grade II) – this is
the most imposing building in the village, for its
architectural quality and completeness. It originally
had a T-shaped plan incorporating two steeplypitched gables to the front, with decorative
mullioned and transomed windows on the front
wing, drip moulds over the windows and large
lateral chimney stacks. The large blocks of
dolomitic limestone contrast with dark pink
gritstone dressings. The building has had a
chequered past. First used as an inn from 1615,
known as New Hall, and later re-named The Red
Lion, it was used in 1820 for a short period as the
workhouse for the Ashbourne Poor Law Union. It
is now a private dwelling. Despite its various
changes of use, it is remarkably well preserved and
largely in its original form.

Sundial Cottage, West End

Springhill Cottage, Maddock Lake (listed grade II) a small cottage of the late 17th century built from
rubble limestone with limestone dressings. The
eaves were raised and a second storey was added in
the 19th century.

Springhill Cottage, Maddock Lake
Ivybank House, Well Street (listed grade II) – this
house had extensive grounds until the 20th century,
but these are now largely built upon. The building
is elevated above the road on a similar level to the
church. It was built in the 17th century but was
remodelled and extended during the 1850s-60s.

Tudor House, Town Street
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Ivybank, Well Street
The Cottage, Maddock Lake - evidence of its earlier
form is preserved in the front wall, with 18th and
19th century modifications

Sycamore Farm, Town Street (listed grade II) – a
fine 17th century farmhouse of coursed dolomitic
limestone with pink gritstone dressings & doublechamfered mullioned windows.

There are other buildings within the village that
have fragments of 17th century stonework,
including East View and The Green Cottage on
Town Street, Rock Cottage at Kings Hill, the barn
in front of Sycamore Farm (listed grade II), West
End (Hillside Lane), Wayside Cottage (West End),
possibly originally a barn, and Dragon Hill, Town
Street, also probably originally a barn. Dragon Hill
has the remains of a stone plinth and the gable has
been clearly raised. Stone kneelers survive in-situ.
There is little other evidence of its 17th century
origins as new windows were inserted in the early
19th century, when the front elevation was
remodelled. It appears to have been extended to
double its length to form School View. Nether
View at West End has the lobby plan form of a 17th
century house.

Sycamore Farm, Town Street

The following buildings have substantial late 17th
century remains;
•
House adjoining The Miners Arms, Church
Street (listed grade II)
•
Rake House Farmhouse, Town Street (listed
grade II)
•
Hillside Cottage, Hillside Lane (unlisted)
•
Virginia Cottage, Hillside Lane (unlisted)
•
Stile House, Hillside Lane (unlisted)
•
Meadow Croft, Kings Hill (unlisted)
•
Maddock Lake House, Maddock Lake
(unlisted)
•
The Knoll, Town Street (unlisted)
•
Byways, West End (unlisted)
•
Dowsers Cottage, West End (unlisted)
•
The Cottage, Hillside Lane (unlisted)

There may be many more examples of 17th century
buildings, still to be discovered. Tree-ring dating
(dendrochronology) would help to confirm the
felling date of surviving cruck frames and provide a
better understanding of the age and significance of
some of the buildings.
In summary, there are an unusually high number of
17th century buildings within Brassington. Most of
these are not listed. Many were adapted over the
years and re-fashioned in the 18th and 19th
centuries. These buildings contain the evidence of a
long history of adaptation and re-use, which is of
particular local interest and could be easily lost.
People living in the village clearly had the financial
means to continuously update and improve their
homes, a significant factor in the historic interest of
Brassington. The juxtaposition of different building
18

phases illustrates the depth of historical and
architectural interest.

•

18th century houses
There are a large number of 18th century houses
within the village. The three-storey examples are
distinctive landmark buildings from a distance, the
steep hillside accentuating their height. They are
linear buildings, the depth restricted by the
gradient, ranging from three to five bays in length.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Viewed from the south at the bottom of the hill,
and from the public footpath to the east of the
village, the 18th century houses rise up the hill in
tiers, following the contours.

quoins or occasionally raised quoins
pitched roofs, typically of between 35 and 45
degrees, with raised coped gables and
squared stone copings, or plain close verges
graduated Westmoreland slate roofs &
Staffordshire blue clay tiles roofs
squared, flush-faced mullioned windows
gable-end brick chimney stacks
narrow and linear plan form
regular course heights in dolomitic limestone
two-storey and three full storeys

The most prominent 18th century buildings are:
Dragon House & Dragon Cottage, Miners Hill
(listed grade II) – this building is arguably the most
prominent building in Brassington, for its strategic
location. It sits squarely facing the southern
approach into the village, at the bottom of Miners
Hill, and is a focal point in views from the south. It
is five bays long. The present front elevation is a refronting of a 17th century house. It was extended by
one bay in the mid 18th century or thereabouts,
probably when it became the “George & Dragon”
inn. The use of raised stone quoins, a raised stone
band and stone surrounds to the windows is an
unusual combination for Brassington. All of these
factors mean that it is one of the most striking
buildings in the village, although a little pristine in
appearance, considering its age.

Most of the three storey houses were built with
similar proportions to Georgian town houses, with
a smaller attic storey, but they incorporate
mullioned windows, rather than the Georgian sash
window pattern. Some have stone-coped gables, an
old building tradition in upland Derbyshire. The
character of these houses is still in essence that of
local, vernacular buildings.
In some cases, 17th century two-storey houses were
raised a storey, and fashionably re-fronted in the
Georgian period, as at The Green Cottage &
“South of Ivybank”. A large number of late 18th
century houses were updated and adapted during
the 19th century.

Dragon House & Dragon Cottage, Miners Hill

The two-storey 18th century cottages are sometimes
more difficult to identify. Several appear to have
been re-fronted in the 19th century, such as Miners
Hill Cottage on Miners Hill and Fern Cottage, on
Well Street. The Enclosure map of 1808 also
indicates that Lydgate & Hipley Farm (three-storey)
at West End are both 18th century in origin.

The Red Lion, Red Lion Hill (listed grade II) – a
late 18th century inn, similar in form and
architectural detail to the Manor House, but only
three bays long. The floor plan indicates substantial
ground floor accommodation in association with its
original use as an inn and the adjacent building,
known as the Malthouse, appears from its form to
have been built as additional accommodation. The
building stands at the edge of the road on a tight
wedge-shaped plot of land, with little space at the
rear. This was both a prominent and challenging

The main characteristics of the 18th century houses
are:
•
dolomitic limestone construction, with flush
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site to choose to build upon. It demonstrates the
importance of a prominent location to the
establishment of an inn, when there was a large
amount of competition.

south-west aspect and gable-end facing the road
has probably arisen as a result of a shortage of
available building land, the owner having acquired
only a small, narrow croft. The house was enlarged
in 1860 to create a “double-pile” plan, occupying a
large footprint and at that time the south elevation
was given a large and commanding bay window to
make the most of the views.

The Red Lion, Red Lion Hill
Pleasant House, Miners Hill (listed grade II) – a
prominent, south-east facing late 18th century town
house that was later divided into two houses. This
has the characteristic three-storey form, with flushfaced mullioned windows. The walls are built from
mellow, coursed, dolomitic limestone with the same
stone used for its dressings.

The Manor House, Church Street
West End Manor (1793), West End (listed grade
II) – the name of “manor” was probably adopted
for its high-sounding status, possibly by someone
who had acquired part of one of the manors. It was
built by G.F. 1793 (initials and datestone). The
walls are built from mellow, coursed, dolomitic
limestone with the same stone used for its
dressings. The main house is symmetrical with a
purpose-built two-storey ancillary kitchen/ scullery
wing.

Pleasant House, Miners Hill
West End Manor, West End

The Manor House, Church Street (listed grade II) –
the Manor House was built in 1774 by WA ♥ IS
(initials & datestone). There is no evidence of a
manor house within the village before this time
and, like Brassington Hall, it is most likely that the
name was aspirational, given at some time by a
member of the family of one of the manors. The
front elevation is four bays in length and built from
coursed dolomitic limestone with contrasting pink,
gritstone dressings. The position of the house with

Church Gates, Church Street (listed grade II) – the
house is elevated above Church Street overlooking
Miners Hill. It has the architectural presence of the
three-storey houses, but is only two-storey, with an
attic floor.
Rose Cottage & Well House, West End (listed
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grade II) – this is an 18th century, three-storey
house, now split into two houses and four bays in
length. The window dressings are moulded,
suggesting a date from the first half of the 18th
century, although the general form is late 18th
century.

two buildings, it may have originally had an
ancillary use in connection with Ivybank.
Brookfields, Nether Lane (listed grade II) –
originally named “Bucksleather House”, this house
was probably built as an encroachment onto the
“waste” land at the edge of the open fields. It has
the characteristic three-storey form of many 18th
century houses in Brassington but incorporates
gritstone dressings instead of limestone.

The Green Cottage, Town Street (listed grade II) –
a fine late 18th century three-storey house, with
flush mullioned windows. The gable end reveals its
origins as a two-storey 17th century house. There
are numerous extensions and alterations, which
reveal a complex architectural evolution. This
building, with its smaller attached house to the
north, lines the west side of the southern approach
into the village.

The Green Cottage (left) & The Green House
(right)
Brookfields, Nether Lane
This house is balanced with The Green House
(listed grade II), a little further along the road,
lining the east side of the street. This has a shallow
third storey; the upper windows are contained
within the upper part of a mullioned and transomed
window, and the first floor windows are within the
lower part. This is an unusual architectural
refinement.

The Miners Arms, Miners Hill (listed grade II) –
this is most prominent when approached from
Maddock Lake. The building incorporates a variety
of materials, building phases and roof shapes that
reflect its long history of alteration and adaptation
over three hundred years.

South of Ivybank, Church Street
South of Ivy Bank, Church Street (listed grade II) –
the house has a datestone of 1737 on the door
lintel and is mainly 18th century in character,
although the building has an earlier 17th century
core. Given the close physical relationship of the

The Miners Arms, Miners Hill
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The George, Church Street (unlisted) - the original
use of this building is unclear. The squared, flush
mullioned windows of the 18th century can be seen
on the front and rear elevations, but their
distribution suggests a building that may have once
been in light industrial or textile use, rather than a
house. The overall proportions of this building, and
the house next door (the Old Post Office), reflect
the proportions of large barns. Jointly, they make a
large impact on the character of the street.

19th century buildings in that it is three-storey and
adopted the conventional form & proportions of a
late Georgian town house. The original part has a
symmetrical frontage, with a central front door with
stone canopy and sash windows set within stone
architraves. It would have stood proudly as a highly
fashionable building, when it was first built, in a
prominent and isolated position. When it was
extended in 1873, it lost something of its unique
Georgian character in Brassington and now follows
the more characteristic grain of the long ranges of
buildings found throughout the village.

Fairview, off Town Street (unlisted) – this is one of
a row of 18th century cottages with flush-faced
mullions on the west side of Town Street,
overlooking the rest of the village. A range of twostorey cottages developed in a linear form behind
Cottage Croix, the gable end of which fronts Town
Street. This deep pattern of development, with
buildings running in an east-west alignment, was
often opportunistic, influenced by the shortage of
available building land within the village. Fairview
was raised by one storey and also extended to
double its size.

The crisp and uniform character of the pale grey
dolomitic limestone of Leamington Cottage was
also adopted for a number of buildings in the 19th
century. These include some of the most formal of
the 19th century houses. They were often built with
a symmetrical frontage and central doorway, the
large blocks of limestone contrasting with pink or
buff gritstone quoined window jambs. They include
Honeysuckle Cottage, at Maddock Lake, and Cliff
Cottage, at Dale End. Cliff Cottage is also
prominent as it is the only example of a “villa”

Fairview, Town Street
19th century houses
The 19th century houses within Brassington are
generally well preserved and many retain their
original window joinery. However, a number of
them have lost their original rendered finish. The
impact of this seemingly insignificant alteration has
probably had the most profound effect on the
historic architectural character of the village.
Most 19th century houses do not have the
outstanding quality, or architectural pretensions, of
the 17th and 18th century houses. They are generally
a more modest group of buildings and are mainly
two-storey, usually occupying a deeper plan than
the 18th century houses.
Leamington Cottage is one of the more unusual

Cliff Cottage, Dale End
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within the village, a building type that is found from
the second quarter of the 19th century right through
to the 1870s. This national style was exemplified
by a wide overhanging eaves and a shallow hipped
roof and was influenced by Italian villas. The use of
louvred shutters on the ground floor, although not
a local vernacular detail, is probably original.

houses. Good examples of where these survive are;
Cliff Cottage, overlooking Dale End, Yew Tree
Farmhouse on Hillside Lane, Leamington Cottage
on Town Street (the original part with Georgian
sash windows), The Cottage on Well Street next to
Toll Gate Cottage, and Honeysuckle Cottage,
Maddock Lake.

At the turn of the 19th century, the use of
mullioned windows disappeared in the village and
from 1800 sash windows were used on many new

Another distinct type of 19th century house that can
still be seen within the village is the modest rubble
limestone cottage. It is likely that in many cases the
rubble limestone would have been covered with
“”wet-dash” or smooth render. This would have
given the cottages a much more simple and
distinctive late Georgian character.
Several houses were remodelled in the 19th century
and deliberately re-designed with a formal
appearance, disguising earlier building phases with a
coat of render. Where the render has subsequently
been removed, the quality of the architectural
design has been compromised, even though the
texture and colour of the local stone is attractive.
The long elevation of Town Street Cottage now
shows all the evidence of the previous building
phases, which were deliberately hidden by render
when it was remodelled in the 19th century.
Likewise, Walton House, further up Town Street,
also has an odd marriage of rubblestone, straight
joints and blocked up doorways, with late 19th
century sashes set within stone architraves.

Honeysuckle Cottage, Maddock Lake (above) &
Clematis House, Well Street (below). Both
buildings have the characteristic 19th century
“blocky” limestone & sash windows

It is not clear precisely how many of the buildings
were rendered and how many were intended to be
seen as rubble limestone. However, it is clear that
much of the render has been removed over the
years and the distinct differences between building
periods have been diluted. Many of these rubble
limestone buildings now blend into the background
and seem commonplace, although still harmonious
within their setting. Only a few of the rendered
buildings survive unaltered.
During the 19th
century contrasting
pink or buff gritstone
window and door
dressings were often
selected, and tooled
with a decorative
finish. By the mid to
late 19th century, the
dressings were often
tooled with a “rockfaced” or “pitched”
surface. Most of the
19th century cottages
have a stone lintel, a
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projecting stone cill and stone window jambs and
these details became a standard.

band and gargoyles on each corner. The unusual
diamond-shaped clock was erected by the
churchwarden, R. Wild, in 1763.
The most prominent chapel is the former
Congregational Chapel (unlisted - now the Village
Hall) of 1846, at the northern end of the village,
just off Dale End. The Congregationalists were
clearly purposeful in choosing to build entirely in
ashlar gritstone, a relatively expensive building
material, as it had to be transported into the village
from further afield. This is a small building, but
has an imposing presence in an isolated position on
the road frontage. The side, flank walls are fairly
plain but enlivened with shallow stone buttresses.
The main details are concentrated in the front
porch and gable window with deep-set chamfers
and mullions. The location of the chapel on the
main road through Brassington must have been a
factor in choosing such a relatively richly detailed
building.

Jack’s Cottage, Miner’s Hill - 19th century pink
gritstone window surrounds (lintels, cills & jambs)
with a rock-faced tooled finish

Churches & chapels
The Church of St. James (listed grade II*) stands as
a prominent landmark overlooking the village. The
church has a strong pivotal presence within the
village, set roughly midway between West End and
the old village green and elevated above Church
Street. Two footpaths lead up to the 13th century
south porch doorway. A third indirect approach
leads down a steep footpath off Hillside Lane.
From this upper lane the church tower is a major
landmark, rising above the boundary wall in views
along the lane. The Norman tower is one of the
most interesting parts of the building, part of the
nave and chancel having been rebuilt in 1879-81.
The tower is solidly built from large blocks of
dolomitic limestone ashlar and finished with an
embattled parapet. It has Norman bell-openings on
all four sides, an unusual double-nailhead stone

The Village Hall (former Congregational Chapel),
Dale End
The only other surviving non-conformist chapel is
the former Primitive Methodist Chapel of 1834 on
Hillside Lane (listed grade II). This is an

Chapel House (former Primitive Methodist Chapel)
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unassuming rubble limestone building, with little
architectural embellishment. It has the typical
unobtrusive character of early, rural Methodist
buildings, and at first glance could be mistaken for
a farm building, but the ornate sash windows set
within classical stone arches, that appear in the
roadside elevation, and a simple name and
datestone in the gable end reveal its true purpose.

Industry”.
Another pub that is no longer identifiable is The
Wheatsheaf (1797).
Farms & farm buildings
The character of Brassington was once dominated
by its small farms and smallholdings. Today,
Sycamore Farm, on Town Street, is the last working
farm in the village. There are also smallholdings at
Round Low and below Walton House Farm,
further up Town Street, which retain some ancillary
farm buildings. Although most of the working
farms have disappeared, there is still evidence of
their presence both in the continued use of farm
names and in the survival of the original farm
groups. Despite the move away from the rural
economy, the village still retains its semi-rural
character, largely as a result of the diversity of farm
buildings and outbuildings serving smallholdings
and their modest appearance, lacking architectural
pretensions.

Public Houses
As a building type, public houses or inns did not
differ in appearance from ordinary houses, except
for the fact that they were often located in highly
prominent positions, overlooking the village, to
attract passing trade along the turnpike road and
other main routes through the village. They were
generally built on the road frontage with little
private space.
When pubs have changed to a dwelling, the owners
have often, positively, kept the old names, which
reinforce the strong sense of place & historic
identity.

Sycamore Farm still retains a group of farm
buildings fronting Town Street (recently converted
to dwellings), creating an enclosed courtyard
behind the main street frontage. The farmhouse is
set back within the site. Where space permitted,
this was an ideal situation, but where the frontage
was already built-up, this was not possible. A dense
pattern of development exists along Town Street,
as access was needed to the rear of each croft from
the frontage, and occasionally long ranges of
ancillary farm buildings run east-west following the
old alignment of the boundary between the crofts.
This axial pattern can be most clearly seen at Rake
House Farm.

There are only two remaining pubs in the village:
•
“The Miners Arms” and
•
“The Gate Inn”
Other pubs or inns, all now converted to residential
use, include;
“The George & Dragon” (now Dragon House &
Dragon Cottage), prominently located at the
bottom of Miners Hill, to catch passing trade from
the south.
“The Royal Oak”, Well Street. This was only
established as a pub in the mid 19th century but it
later changed use to a shop and remained in this
use until very recently, at one time serving as the
local Co-op. The pub name has been retained and
the building is now a dwelling.

“The Thorn Tree”, now Thorntree House at the
foot of Kingshill. This is probably early 19th
century. It is currently semi-derelict.

The farm buildings of the smallholders and yeoman
farmers co-exist with houses throughout the village.
Many of these buildings are very small, singlestorey and single-bay, although by the 19th century
two-storey buildings were more common. They
were used as cow houses and stables for plough
horses with a loft for dry storage of fodder and hay
above. They appear scattered and often unrelated
to houses, usually situated directly on the road
frontage.
They incorporate simple details; a
doorway or two, which livestock would approach
straight from the road, with perhaps a wider
opening to accommodate a cart and an upper
pitching eye, with a shutter door, for unloading hay.

“The Red Lion”, now Tudor House (named as
“The Red Lion” in a lease of 1746 and originally
known as New Hall), it later became the “House of

Some of the 18th and 19th century farm buildings
are in poor condition and weathered, but this adds
considerable charm to the character of the village.

“The Red Lion” at the bottom of Red Lion Hill,
where it meets Maddock Lake, an extremely
prominent house, with no private frontage. The
name has been retained and the building is now a
dwelling.
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Right, left &
below - former
farm buildings
are an important
part of the rich
range of buildings
in Brassington &
integral to its
architectural &
historic
significance

Farm buildings

Below - examples of small single-bay outbuildings
that are important focal points alongside the lanes
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In particular, the farm buildings standing on the
road frontages are very prominent. Weathered and
unrestored, they provide immediate contrast with
the well-tended houses. Built from rubble
limestone, many of these farm buildings have
alterations in brick, and sometimes fragments of
render clinging to the stone. There are ghosted
outlines of former doorways & windows, old doors,
shutters and hopper windows with peeling paint
and occasionally rusty ventilator grilles.

from their single-storey, single-bay form and wide
entrance doors, although the chimneys that served
the original forges have been removed.
The following farms still retain a strong relationship
with their original farm buildings, even where they
have been converted to new uses;
•
Sycamore Farm
•
Yew Tree Farm
•
West End Farm
•
Hipley Farm

Another building type is the smithy. Two are
marked at different times on the early Ordnance
Survey maps and these are still easily identifiable

Public buildings
Sunday Cottage, off Hillside Lane (unlisted), was
the original village school of 1832, later adapted
into a Sunday School. It is now part dwelling and
part garage. The building still contains the original
datestone, although this is eroded. The upper
windows were probably altered during the
conversion to a dwelling. The lower window
openings have been altered and partially blocked,
but there is still sufficient detail left to reveal its
original gothick character. Even though it is in use
as a garage, the building still has considerable local
historic interest as the building where the Dale
family established a charitable school. The building
has similarities with the local farm buildings in its
use of rubble limestone with brick for the window
dressings, although it is most likely that it would
have been rendered or limewashed when it was first
built, a common practice for gothick buildings of
the Georgian period.

Above & below - former smithies at Town Street &
Dale End in Brassington

Sunday Cottage, Hillside Lane
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School (former Board School), Town Street
(unlisted) – this was the second school to be built
in the village. It was established by voluntary
subscription in 1871 and soon after became the
Board School. It is still in use as the village school
today, teaching primary age school children. The
building is built from rubble limestone with pink
gritstone dressings and distinctive round arched
windows.

The Village School, Town Street
Using the steep sloping site, the school has been
sympathetically extended several times, creating a
linear building that follows the contours.
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Building Materials and Details
Walling materials
Limestone is the predominant building material in
Brassington but availability of Millstone Grit within
four miles of the village has meant that this is often
found used for window and door dressings.
Gritstone can very occasionally be found as the
main walling material, where it is laid as a fine
coursed ashlar. For this reason, the gritstone walls
of the former Congregational Chapel and Wash
Hills House, Town Street, are easily distinguished
from other buildings in the village. There is no
tradition of rubble gritstone and it is therefore
inappropriate for use within the conservation area.

Limestones juxtaposed - dolomitic limestone
outbuilding (left) & carboniferous limestone
boundary wall (right)
It was, therefore, used for boundary walls
(including field walls) and as a cheap general walling
material, in random rubble construction, often
reserved for outbuildings.
The local dolomitic limestone is softer and easier to
work and was therefore suitable for mullions and
quoins, as well as the main walling stone. Dolomitic
limestone could be dressed and coursed and its
prevalent use is one of the most distinctive
characteristics of Brassington.
In the 17th century the dolomitic limestone was
generally laid in roughly dressed, narrow courses
with irregular course heights. Occasionally, random
rubble construction was used during this period. In
both instances, large, dolomitic limestone quoins
were needed to strengthen the corners of the
buildings. During this period, dolomitic limestone
was also commonly used for window & door
dressings. A few of the grander buildings did not
need quoins, as they were built from large, regular,
squared blocks of dolomitic limestone, e.g. Tudor
House & The Cottage at Maddock Lake.

Detail of gritstone at the Village Hall

In the 18th century the course heights were often
larger and more regular in Brassington. This was
probably influenced by national architectural
trends; the simple, refined lines of classical
architecture, with straight eaves and regular ashlar,
were favoured during the mid to late 18th century.

Limestone - both carboniferous limestone and
dolomitic limestone were quarried locally on the
outskirts of Brassington, sometimes within the
same quarry. The limestone was quarried both to
be burnt in limekilns (for use as a mortar and as an
agricultural fertiliser) and as a multi-purpose
building stone.

In the 19th century increased mechanisation meant
that the dolomitic limestone was often sawn into
large blocks and then finished by hand with a
punched or broached face to create a regular
surface, with course heights of typically 8 inches.
Many of the 19th century buildings are easily
distinguished because the stone is a pale grey,
almost white in certain light conditions, and the
joints are very narrow (e.g. Clematis House on Well

The use of the local limestone throughout the
village generates a strong and harmonious link
between the buildings and the landscape, with its
dolomitic limestone outcrops.
The local carboniferous limestone is full of large
fossils, and is hard, intractable and difficult to dress.
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Street, Leamington Cottage at the bottom of Town
Street, Cliff Cottage on Dale End & Honeysuckle
Cottage on Maddock Lake).

Random rubble was commonly used in the second
half of the 19th century in conjunction with pink
gritstone dressings, e.g. Town Street Cottage (Town
Street), Stoneleigh (Hillside Lane), & Wayside
Cottage (West End).

The colours of the local stone vary. Sometimes the
limestone is a pale grey and sometimes it has a
slightly pink hue. These different characteristics
were often exploited by choosing different stone
for the main walls and the dressings – i.e. mullions,
cills, door lintels and quoins.

Above - coursed, grey dolomitic limestone & pale
pink dolomitic limestone window dressings (The
Red Lion)
Below - coursed & tooled, finely-jointed, pale grey
dolomitic limestone with pink gritstone dressings
(Clematis House)

Detail of 17th century limestone rubble gable-end
of Byways, incorporating stone “throughs”

Gritstone - Millstone Grit (gritstone) is coarse
sandstone that could be freely worked and was
quarried at Cromford Moor (Barrel Edge Quarry),
probably the nearest readily available source. The
texture of Millstone Grit used within Brassington
varies from deep pink (used at The Tudor House)
to yellow and buff (used at the former
Congregational Chapel). The pink stone was a
distinctive colour, with a coarse texture, probably
from the Cromford area. The finer-grained buff
stone came from quarries slightly further to the
north and west, such as Stancliffe at Darley Dale,
and may have been transported along the
Cromford & High Peak Railway.

Limestone was also laid in random rubble
construction. A number of the more humble
dwellings were built in random rubble limestone (e.
g. the 17th century “Byways” at West End).
Projecting stones can still be seen in the gable end
of the 17th century rubble limestone buildings and
also appear on the gables of later buildings. This
appears to be a local convention. The use of stone
“throughs” was commonly used in dry stone
walling, to strengthen the construction, and this
appears to be its purpose within the walls in
Brassington.

Gritstone is found used as window and door
dressings, half-round copings to limestone
boundary walls, the 19th century chimney stacks at
Ivybank, and is occasionally used for more formal
ashlar boundary walls and gatepiers (e.g. the
frontage to Rake House Farm).
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also used at Dale End House, Dale End, but this
has been rendered in recent years (there is an
undated photograph in the Record Office of it in
use as a shop, with its classic Georgian brick
frontage complete with sash windows). Brick was
also used in the 19th century as a rear wall at Town
Street Cottage and as a boundary wall in front of
Toll Gate Cottage, Well Street.

Detail of early 17th century pink gritstone window
& door surround at Tudor House

Detail of 19th century pink gritstone window
surrounds at Lydgate
The gritstone window and door dressings were
occasionally tooled with drafted margins on all
sides and a diagonally boasted face or, as at
Clematis House, with a vertically boasted face.
Later in the 19th century a pitched or “rock” face
was used. Herringbone tooling can be seen at the
former Congregational Chapel. This is a technique
where the face of the stone was divided into
quarters and then each quarter was separately
tooled to create a herringbone pattern.

Above - the brick built Clematis House, Well Street
& painted brick rear elevation of Town Street
Cottage (below)

Brick
Brick is occasionally found within the conservation
area. Nationally, it had become a highly fashionable
building material by the end of the 18th century but
barely had any impact in Brassington. Where it was
used, therefore, as at Clematis House, on Well
Street (1870s), it is now arguably the most
conspicuous building in the street frontage.

Brick was occasionally used in conjunction with
rubble limestone to square window and door
surrounds, to level the eaves and to provide a
segmental-arched lintel or a simple cill.

There is a late 18th century brick farm building at
the rear of Rake House Farm, which was probably
originally limewashed.
Brick was the most
common material used for chimney stacks
throughout the 18th and 19th centuries. Brick was
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remodelled and extended in the 19th century, as the
raised architraves around the windows
demonstrate. Dale Cottage of 1913 was probably
built with its current rendered façade, commonly
used in the early years of the 20th century and
favoured for its vernacular origins.

Detail of brick eaves header course at the old
smithy, Town Street
Render
Historically render has always been used as a
weatherproof finish to masonry. Most early types
of render were made by combining lime with sand
or small graded stones, often painted with
“limewash”, or sometimes self-coloured with
natural pigments. In Derbyshire it was applied by
throwing a coarse, sloppy, limestone-based
aggregate against the walls of the building (known
as “wet dash” or roughcast). This finish was
generally left unpainted to weather naturally.

Detail of traditional wet-dash & former mullioned
window at Hillside Lane
In many other instances, cement-based roughcast
or painted pebbledash has been used in recent
years. These modern renders are much more
uniform and flat in appearance than the traditional
“wet dash” (e.g. Hartshay Cottage & West End,
Hillside Lane) and have a drab appearance, with
little character.

There are a number of buildings in Brassington that
were finished in “wet-dash”, and there may have
been many more, stripped in recent times of the
render, in order to expose the stonework beneath.

Eaves details

Several houses in the village were rendered in the
19th century using smooth stucco. This was applied
onto rubble limestone at Mount Pleasant, at the
foot of Red Lion Hill, and at the Miners Arms.
Further up Red Lion Hill, Leema Cottage and
Hillside Cottage were also originally rendered, but
this has been removed and consequently the stone
window dressings are now raised, rather than flush.
On Well Street, the Royal Oak and Fern Cottage
were both rendered in 1880, at the same time that
the walls were heightened and sash windows were
inserted. A photograph dating from the 1870s
shows that this pair of buildings was originally
rendered, with a smooth lime render, before it was
remodelled.

Many of the limestone properties have a simple,
rectangular, projecting stone eaves band. This was
primarily functional, designed to extend the
projection of the roof to help shed rainwater. A
projecting limestone band was used at Pleasant
House on Miners Hill (see photograph over) but
pink or buff gritstone bands are equally common.
Occasionally the stone eaves band was treated more
decoratively, with a concave or chamfered
moulding. Before the 19th century many houses
had no gutters. By the late 19th century, most eaves
were being fitted with half-round cast iron gutters,
which were fixed on supporting brackets with long
pins and stays.

The former Primitive Methodist Chapel has heavily
weathered remnants of “wet-dash” on the gable
frontage. Toll Gate Cottage has one half that is still
rendered and the other half stripped to reveal
rubble limestone. Walton House on Town Street
was clearly intended to be rendered when it was

In many instances there is no projecting cornice or
band and the eaves and wall were finished flush
with the roof tiles overlapping the wall, resting on
top of the wall head. There are also instances where
the eaves have been levelled through the use of a
single course of bricks, laid as a row of headers. A
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decorative, “sawtooth” brick eaves can be seen at
Clematis House, Well Street, Dale End House and
The Gables, but this detail was a rarity in
Brassington.

Detail of limestone eaves band at Pleasant House

Detail of moulded stone coped parapet to the gable
end at Church Gates
The majority of gables during the 19th century were
finished simply with a plain, close verge, the tiles
simply overlapping the stonework, the gaps
underneath filled with mortar.
Quoins
Quoins were used in association with both coursed
and rubble limestone structures. Dolomitic
limestone quoins were almost always finished flush
with the surrounding masonry, providing crisp,
sharp arrises that have weathered little over time.
During the 17th century these were laid in large
blocks of different lengths, selected and dressed as
the walls were built. Each quoin typically relates to
three courses of limestone. In the 18th and 19th
centuries stone quoins were occasionally more
regular in height and length. The projecting quoins
at Dragon House & Dragon Cottage (below) and
the flush quoins at The Red Lion were a consistent
height and length.

Detail of sawtooth brick eaves at Clematis House
Stone-coped gables & verges
Within this part of Derbyshire there was a long
tradition of raising the gable wall with a stone
parapet, known as a stone-coped gable. This
tradition had died out by the middle of the 19th
century but has been revived on a number of 20th
century developments. The 17th century examples
in Brassington incorporate moulded stone copings,
with concave chamfered soffits and ogee-shaped
kneeler stones. The copings on the main house at
Sycamore Farm are more unusual - stepped so that
water is more easily shed off the apex of the wall.
Many of the 17th century buildings have lost their
stone coped gables, e.g. Sundial Cottage & The
Gate Inn. The 18th century and early 19th century
examples are relatively plain; flat, squared copings,
with large rectangular blocks for kneelers.
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for the mullions. Over time, the chamfers became
deeper, but the windows were simplified and not as
deeply recessed. Examples of chamfered 17th
century stone mullions can be seen at Tudor House
(pink gritstone double-chamfered mullions &
transoms) and The Gate Inn (early 17th century
double-chamfered mullions in dolomitic limestone)
and later in the 17th century at Sundial Cottage
(dolomitic limestone).

Above - details of dolomitic limestone quoins with
coursed & rubble dolomitic limestone walls
There are surprisingly few instances of gritstone
being used for quoins, although it has been
commonly, and mistakenly, used in the
construction of many of the modern houses,
probably on the assumption that it is a local
tradition. The only example of their use as quoins,
before the 19th century, is at Brookfields Farm.
Other examples are
19th century; e.g. the
1860 extension to the
Manor
House,
Clematis House, and
Wash Hills House.
Distinctive, projecting,
pink gritstone quoins
were used at the early
19th century West End
Farm and the village
school of 1871.

Top - blocked double-chamfered mullioned
window of the early 17th century at The Gate Inn
Above - deep chamfered mullioned windows of the
late 17th century
By the mid 18th century, mullioned windows had
become much simpler, with a plain squared face.
The lintels and cills were narrow and generally
corresponded with the course sizes of the
surrounding masonry. The use of flush, squarefaced mullions, jambs, lintels and cills, can be seen
at The Red Lion, Manor House & West End
Manor.
West End Manor is an example of a late 18th
century stone mullioned house where the use of the
same dolomitic limestone for the main walling
stone and for the mullioned windows creates a
simple, harmonious character. The same unified
character can be seen at “South of Ivybank”. The
Red Lion, however, has a striking contrast between
the pale grey limestone walling stone and the pale

Lintels, cills and window dressings
Mullioned windows in the 17th century were deeply
recessed, the earliest examples were “doublechamfered”, and the stone dressings were large but
made to appear small by using refined mouldings
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pink dolomitic limestone used for the mullioned
windows, which are further emphasised by
pronounced, “peppered” tool marks. The Manor
House (below) also has contrasting pale grey
coursed limestone walling and dark pink gritstone
mullioned windows.

it was for an agricultural building or domestic
outbuilding.
Occasionally, limestone was used for the window
dressings in the early 19th century. The strength of
the limestone meant that it could be used in narrow
sections, as at Dragon Hill, Town Street, where it
was used to create narrow window jambs, lintels
and cills, and at Ivanhoe Cottage, where pairs of
narrow stones were laid on an angle to create the
impression of pointed arched lintels. It is likely that
these were used in combination with a rendered
wall finish, typical cottage orné details of the first
half of the 19th century.

By the 19th century the gritstone dressings are
usually either pink or buff, often chosen for their
sharp contrast with the limestone walling. A good
example of this is Lydgate at West End. The pale
grey courses of dolomitic limestone contrast with
heavily tooled, pink gritstone lintels, cills and
quoined window jambs.

Limestone dressings at Dragon Hill (above) &
limestone lintel at Ivanhoe Cottage (below)

At The Cottage on Well Street (below), thin
limestone window cills were used in the mid 19th
century. These were the same height as one course

19th century limestone cottage with pink gritstone
dressings at Dale End
Lintels installed during the 19th century were
generally squared gritstone and they were used in
conjunction with either gritstone quoined window
jambs or straight jambs. Few gritstone lintels were
used on their own, without gritstone jambs, unless
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of bricks. By the second half of the 19th century
most of the houses being built had deep gritstone
cills.
Roofing materials
Before the end of the 18th century, the traditional
local roofing materials in this part of Derbyshire
were stone slate, thatch and handmade plain clay
tiles. Thatch has completely disappeared from this
part of Derbyshire (an example can be seen in the
late 19th century photograph of Well Street),
although some of the steep pitched roofs of former
thatched buildings survive. Examples of graduated
stone slate roofs can still be seen at Brookfields,
Nether Lane, the rear roof slope of Brassington
Hall (below) and the rear roof slope of the
outbuilding on the corner of West End.
Occasionally stone ridge tiles survive on tiled roofs,
possibly indicating the only remaining elements of a
former stone slate roof.

Staffordshire blue clay tiles are ubiquitous in
Brassington. Plain clay tiles were easily imported
into the area after the canal network expanded in
the late 18th century and would have been available
from the 1830s and possibly beforehand with a
good transport network bringing supplies along the
turnpike road. They are extremely durable and the
survival rate of these tiles is high compared with
other roofing materials. They are generally used in
combination with blue clay ridge tiles. Clay tiles
were used decoratively at the village school and
Brassington Hall where they were laid in alternating
bands of plain and fish-scale tiles. There are a few
examples of hand-made red clay tiles, such as the
outbuilding to the rear of The Coach House,
Maddock Lake. The roof of Tudor House is
covered with 19th century, machine-made, red clay
tiles, possibly replacements for original handmade
red clay tiles. The roof at Forge Cottage was
covered with alternating bands of red and blue clay
tiles.

Red plain clay tiles (above) at The Coach House,
Jaspers Lane & detail of patterned clay roof tiles at
the Village School (below)

Detail of stone slate roof at The Green Cottage
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By the beginning of the 19th century Welsh and
Cumbrian slate had started to arrive in the area but
there are few examples in Brassington. The church
nave roof is one example of the use of Welsh slate
that was introduced when it was remodelled in the
late 1870s. The thin, fissile, Welsh slate could be
laid with a much shallower pitch than tiles or stone
slate and this leant itself to hipped roofs,
fashionable for villas, such as Cliff Cottage, Dale
End, which dates from the second quarter of the
19th century. There are also several examples of the
use of Welsh slate at West End, including The
Gables and Wayside Cottage.

chimneys at Ivybank (below), a 19th century
embellishment.

Several chimneys were built or repaired in the late
19th century with an oversailing course or several
courses of blue brick, and there are a few instances
where whole stacks were rebuilt in blue bricks. The
dark colour of these bricks (occasionally referred to
as “engineering bricks”) is the result of firing clay
with high iron content in a high temperature kiln.
They are dense and strong and tended to be used
where a harder and more durable brick was
required.

Welsh slate roof at The Gables
The local tradition of graduated stone slate roofs
continued in the use of graduated courses of
imported Cumbrian slate. Examples can still be
seen at the Old Malthouse (Well Street), Pleasant
House (Miners Hill), The Red Lion and buildings
to the north of the Miners Arms and The Gables.

Detail of
lateral stone
chimney at
Tudor House
& buff square
chimney pots,
the most
common
traditional
type of pots
in
Brassington

Graduated Cumbrian slate roof adjacent to the
Miners Arms

Window Joinery
The earliest windows in the
village can be found at the
church. Norman arched
windows with deeply recessed
leaded-lights survive on the
church
tower
and
Perpendicular traceried
windows on the south aisle
(right).

Chimneys
The majority of chimney stacks are red brick with a
single oversailing course of brick or a stone
capping. There are a few instances where ashlar
gritstone chimneys survive with a simple stone
capping (e.g. Dragon House, Tudor House &
Brassington Hall), and occasionally there are
unusual stacks, such as the octagonal stone
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There are relatively few surviving historic window
patterns. There are only a small number of
properties in the village that still retain their original
19th century windows, and even fewer with their
18th century windows.

be seen at Mount
Pleasant, Red Lion Hill
and Walton House on
Town Street. Both of
these
examples
incorporate horns, the
shaped timber projections
that were added to
strengthen the joints and
increase the rigidity of
sash windows when they
had fewer glazing bars.

Sash windows
Many of the small paned, vertically sliding sash
windows that survive in Brassington date from the
first half of the 19th century. Larger window panes
came to replace the typical Georgian multi-paned
sash window, following the abolition of Window
Tax in 1851 and the repeal of duty on glass in 1857.
Sheet glass was introduced from 1832 and the old
convention of six or
more panes to a sash
was abandoned for most
of the Victorian period.
Original small paned,
sash windows survive at
the former Primitive
Methodist Chapel, Cliff
Cottage, The Cottage on
Well
Street,
Honeysuckle Cottage on
Maddock
Lake,
Leamington Cottage &
Yew Tree Farm. None of these windows dating
from the first half of the 19th century incorporated
horns.

Leaded-lights
Rectangular leaded-lights have been restored at
Tudor House and Sycamore Farm. Leaded-lights
are contemporary with both buildings but it is more
likely that they both had a diamond lattice pattern
when they were built in the first half of the 17th
century. There are no known examples of original
leaded lights in the village. The rectangular leadedlights recently installed at “South of Ivybank” are
contemporary with the 18th century window
surrounds, although 19th century photographs show
that this house formerly had six-paned painted
timber casements.

Leaded-light casement windows at South of
Ivybank
Timber casements – six-paned timber casements
can be seen in several of the early postcards and
photographs of Brassington. Most of the current
examples are 20th century reproduction casements.
Within the conservation area,
there are also examples of
two-paned and multi-paned
side-hinged casement
windows. Although many of
these
are
modern
reproductions, there are
several original examples. All
of the timber windows would

Georgian sash window at Chapel House, Hillside
Lane
There are several examples of the use of “margin
light” sash windows in the second half of the 19th
century. These can be seen at Clematis House, Well
Street and Jack’s Cottage, Town Street. Examples
of late 19th century, plain two-over-two sashes can
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have originally had a painted finish, but many have
been stained (see Section 8 - Negative Factors).

even this has lost its original timber pilasters and
fascia.
Door Joinery
There are very few original 18th and 19th century
panelled doors. Many have been replaced with a
traditional panelled pattern, commonly with simple
“bead and butt” mouldings but there are also many
modern doors (see Section 8 – Negative Factors).
Examples of original panelled doors survive at
Sycamore Farm (an 18th century 6-panel door, with
raised and fielded panels) and at the house attached
to the Miners Arms (a Victorian 6-panel door with
scratch mouldings and an integral fanlight).

Painted timber casement windows at the Cottage,
Town Street
Shopfronts

Panelled door adjacent to The Miners Arms (left) &
6-panel door at Sycamore Farm (right)

Brassington no longer has any shops, but the
evidence of former shopfronts survives within
several residential properties - The Royal Oak
(former post office & shop) Well Street (below),
The George, Church Street, The Gables, West End
and Croux Cottage, Town Street. The only original
shop window to survive is at The Royal Oak, but

There are many examples of boarded 19th century
doors and shutters in Brassington serving the farm
buildings and ancillary domestic buildings. In some
cases, panelled doors that originally came from a
house were re-used in outbuildings. The earliest
examples of boarded doors are probably 18th
century, and incorporate “scratch” mouldings and
strap hinges.

19th century boarded doors serving ancillary
buildings (above)
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Traditional “scratch” moulded boarded door &
strap hinges to coalhouse at Nether View

Grille ventilator at former farm building, Town
Street
Boundary treatments
Rubble limestone was used throughout Brassington
for boundaries between houses and the road, and
for the field walls between the crofts within the
village. They were generally laid dry and uncoursed
using the local surplus carboniferous limestone and
finished with rounded cappings in rubble
limestone.

Re-used panelled doors in farm buildings

Traditional strap hinges (above & below)
Rubble limestone dry stone wall at Dale End

Several walls are mortared, where they have a
retaining function.
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There are occasionally gritstone copings on top of
the limestone walls, either flat and square, or halfround, laid butt-jointed to create a uniform height
and finish to the wall. These were slightly more
formal in design and are usually found in
prominent locations in front of the main entrance.

there are coursed limestone gatepiers topped with
gritstone caps and ball finials. There are a few
other instances of plain rounded gritstone gatepiers.
More often, there are stone gatepiers of local
dolomitic limestone. These are monolithic, tapered
blocks of stone and often have the characteristic
soft, weathered texture and “pock-marked” &
pitted appearance of water-worn limestone. They
are organic in appearance, and have a tactile quality,
smoothed and rounded by wear (see example below
at Bowling Green).

Gritstone coping & limestone wall at The Manor
House (above) & brickwork at Toll Gate Cottage

Gritstone boundary walls can be found at Clematis
House, where it is laid as an ashlar plinth, and at
Cliff Cottage, Dale End.
In these locations the
walls and copings were
combined with matching
stone gatepiers, all handdressed.
The square
gatepiers to Brassington
Hall (below) are large
and stout, finished with ball finials, and all built
from finely dressed gritstone. At Tudor House

There are very few examples of original iron
railings in the village. Original 19th century railings
survive at Clematis House (unusual ball-topped
railings with cast iron urn baluster finials), Fern
Cottage (slender, wrought iron hooped railings with
cast iron finials) and West End Farm (below heavy-duty, square-section, wrought iron railings
with cast iron spear-head finials). Wrought iron
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railings were often combined with cast iron finials,
which could be ordered by the local blacksmith
from a catalogue, and this practice is found in
Brassington. These examples range in date from
the early to the late 19th century.

Railings at Clematis House, Well Street
There are many examples of original cast and
wrought iron gates within the village, mainly dating
from the 19th century.

Wrought iron gate at The Cottage, Kings Hill
Old Coachhouse, and gritstone paving flags in
front of Clematis House and The Miners Arms,
both on private frontages.

Stone steps at Yew Tree Farm (left) & The Coach
House, Jaspers Lane (right)
Several sections of private frontage have been laid
in granite setts (pink and grey) with pink granite
kerbs, which are quite recent introductions, without
historic precedent in Brassington; the pavement in
front of The George, the pavement in front of The
Knoll & Nickalum Cottage at the top of Town
Street and the pavement in front of The
Homestead on Maddock Lake. There is one fine
example of original rectangular limestone setts to
the side of Toll Gate Cottage on Well Street.

Cast iron gate at Well House, West End
Historic paving
Although there are many examples of stone steps,
there are few surviving examples of historic paving
in the public domain. There is a small section of
square limestone setts on Well Street, opposite The
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Conclusions
The building materials and details employed within
Brassington are so particular to the village, and
such a fundamental part of its character, that it is
essential materials used for any new building work
should be firmly based on the predominant local
materials and their particular application in
Brassington, and not on wider local or regional use.
If this does not happen, then the unique character
of the village will be gradually diluted. Likewise, for
restoration work, the details should be firmly based
on the original details for a particular building, and
not on new examples.

Original rectangular limestone setts at Toll Gate
Cottage, Well Street (above) & fragment of squared
limestone setts on Well Street (below)

The late 19th century photograph of Well Street
illustrates a long length of roadside gutter
constructed from limestone “pitching” with a
limestone “hoggin” road surface. The aprons to the
entrances into the cottages have worn, gritstone,
paving flags. Fragments of these flags still survive.
It is likely that many of the old limestone pitched
gulleys are still buried under layers of tarmac.

Fragment of gritstone paving flags in front of The
Royal Oak, Well Street
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Brassington
Conservation Area Appraisal

5. Setting of the Conservation
Area

SETTING OF THE CONSERVATION AREA
The upland limestone plateau landscape and the
preserved form of the open field system are both
distinct landscapes that characterise the setting of
Brassington.
From the highest points, on approaching the village
from the limestone plateau to the north and east,
there are panoramic views over the rooftops to the
landscape beyond.
Brassington is visible from several miles away to
the south. It is most clear when seen from the
B5035, the Ashbourne to Wirksworth road. For
almost half a mile along this road, following the
ridge to the north-west of Hognaston, there are
vantage points with long views to the north
towards the limestone plateau. Brassington is very
visible in these views, lying on the high slopes
below the plateau. The village is evenly spread
across the hillside, within a compact area. The
majority of the buildings can be individually
identified and the pale cream and grey of the
dolomitic limestone and the occasional painted,
rendered building reflect the sunlight.

Top - the rocky upland landscape setting of the
village forms a green fringe in many views from
within the village
Above - view of Brassington from the public
footpath to the east of the village - looking across
the crofts to the limestone plateau
From Bradbourne direction, the village appears to
be scattered groups of buildings, and the first
impression is that of a rural settlement. There are
groups of small trees, such as hawthorn, to the
north, and the horizon is underscored by
Harborough Rocks.
The setting of the conservation area is visually
contained to the north and east by the valley sides,
defined by ridges with rocky outcrops. From both
the northern approach, along Pikehall Road, and
descending the public footpath above the church,
the buildings within the settlement are only visible
at close quarters. From the former quarry on
Wirksworth Dale, however, there are long views
into the village. Pikehall Road descends from the
limestone plateau, following the route of a shallow,
dry valley, which broadens out below Wirksworth
Dale and continues on the east side of the village in
a more gentle gradient through the village crofts,
interrupted by drystone walls and occasional
sections of hedgerow and individual hedgerow
trees. The upper reaches of the valley, above the
enclosed crofts to the east, are punctuated by
outcrops of dolomitic limestone on the skyline.

View of Brassington from the B5035, to the south
There are three public footpaths that lead directly
from the village to the surrounding landscape. Two
of these probably originated as lead-miners paths.
They lead up the steep hillsides to the north-west
and the east, that to the north-west being a broader
route, more suitable for packhorses. From the east,
via Carsington Pasture, the footpath descends the
hillside, cutting across the crofts and finishing at
Town Street. From this approach into the village,
there are spectacular views of the settlement and its
agricultural setting to the south and its mainly leadmined landscape to the north. The third public
footpath leads south across the former open fields.
Here the land is gently undulating with fields of
“ridge and furrow”, separated by hedges.
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and hillsides are visible from many directions
within the village, whether looking up, down, or
across the contours, frequently creating a green
fringe to the horizon above the rooftops and a
dramatic backdrop in views.

View of Brassington village from Bradbourne
direction, looking across the former open fields.
Harborough Rocks can be seen on the horizon
From within the village, the steep terrain enables
far-reaching views looking outwards, as far as
Carsington Water in places. The surrounding fields

View of the church and village from the public
footpath to the east of the village. This photograph
shows how the rural setting is integral to the
character of the settlement and how on occasion
tongues of green space closely interweave with the
buildings
The village is largely characterised by tight-knit
development with groups of buildings huddled
together along the edge of the streets. There are
pockets of open space that help to break up the
settlement and preserve its rural character and
roots. These pockets of open space connect with
the surrounding landscape.
There are places, such as along the south side of
Well Street and the north side of Hillside Lane,
where the rural setting is so immediate that it is a
part of the streetscene. The vistas, buildings and
landscape are directly connected.

View from the public footpath to the north of the
village, looking across Greenway, towards
Carsington Water in the distance
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HISTORIC LANDSCAPE SETTING
(see Figure 7)

landscape between the buildings lining the east side
of these streets and over the rooftops.

The medieval “croft and toft” is a distinct form of
village planning and Brassington has one of the
best preserved examples of this historic landscape
in Derbyshire.

On the approach into Brassington from the south,
there are significant north-easterly views of this
landscape, whilst on the northern approach into the
village, there are dramatic views looking southeasterly across this landscape. In both instances the
landscape is integral to the setting of this part of
the conservation area. From all the above vantage
points, this landscape rises to the dramatic
silhouette of the dolomitic limestone outcrops on
the skyline.

The “toft” was the homestead and the “croft” was
the long, thin parcel of land used by the occupier of
the homestead as an enclosed smallholding for
containing livestock. They were originally laid out
as part of the planned medieval settlement, and
were distinct from the outlying moors, waste and
open fields. The “crofts” are important spaces
which were integral to the medieval settlement.
They are separated by dry stone walls of rubble
limestone, which have been occasionally replaced in
part with hedges. All of these are important to the
setting of the buildings in long views across the
village.

There are also other elements of historic landscape
that are important to the setting of the village, such
as the packhorse track, lead mined landscape &
“bowling green” that are scattered on the hillside
above Hillside Lane and form an important
backdrop in views of the church. From this hillside
are some of the best panoramic views of the area.

Each property on the Town Street frontage had the
advantage over properties around Maddock Lake,
Dale End and Miners Hill of having its own
“croft”. Along the north side of West End the
“crofts” extend behind the properties and repeat
the pattern of those found on the east side of the
village, behind Town Street.

The west / south side of the Conservation Area
Brookfields, a large 18th century farmhouse, and a
number of 18th century farm buildings run along
the southern edge of Well Street and West End.
These were all encroachments built fronting the
road. The land beyond these buildings had been
part of the open field and had been enclosed by the
mid 17th century. The “ridge and furrow” is still
clearly visible today. It was not part of the medieval
settlement framework.

Beyond the “crofts and tofts”, on the productive
land, there is widespread evidence of “ridge &
furrow”.
The setting of the village is particularly sensitive to
encroachment from new development, whether it is
located in the fields behind this compact grouping
or on the periphery of the village.

The approach from the west encompasses views
across the rising landscape forming an important
setting to this part of the conservation area.
The area to the south of West End and Well Street
very clearly displays the reverse ‘S’ (seen in the
hedgerows) of the medieval plough lines. The land
falls away in a southerly direction to a watercourse,
which forms a natural boundary. The land abutting
the south side of Well Street and West End has
undergone little in the way of development. This
may be the historic influence of Brassington Hall
which was clearly aligned to face in a southerly
direction over this landscape. To the rear of
Brassington Hall, the steep gardens of modern
properties fronting Hillside Lane remain
undeveloped, an important open space that
characterises much of Well Street and protects the
setting of the Hall.

The east / north side of the Conservation Area
The names of the crofts to the east of Town Street
and Dale End are clearly marked on the 1833
village map. Behind Wash Hills Farm, Leamington
Cottage and The Green was Western Croft.
Behind Sycamore Farm are “North Croft” and
“South Croft” and then behind each of the other
principal properties is a croft, the boundaries all
preserved. At the top of the village is “Nether
Croft”, which represents the northern limit of the
medieval settlement. Beyond these crofts, the land
was enclosed as part of the 19th century enclosure.
These “crofts” defined the limits of the medieval
settlement and survive with their boundaries intact.

On the southerly approach into the village, northwesterly views across this landscape form a
significant and important foreground to this part of
the village and the historic landscape beyond.

This area of rising land to the east and north acts as
an important backdrop to Dale End and Town
Street and there are important glimpses of this
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